As part of a research project for what would become my book, *The Meaning of Things*, I interviewed a Chicago high-rise apartment dweller whose living room consisted of almost no furniture and over 300 flowering houseplants. There were 200 fuchsias alone, tightly packed in open bins with a watering system, near the wide windows overlooking Chicago’s Museum of Science and Industry in Hyde Park. His living room also held various spice plants that he brushed while we walked around the room, releasing a tropical forest of scents.

The high-rise was selected as the location for interviewing a roughly “upper middle-class” sample for the pilot study in 1976, and each floor had a similar identical architectural design. It made it even more interesting that I had been in apartments with the same layout on other floors, and none were remotely similar to this. What might this man’s stuff tell us about material technoculture?

When I asked him about his special material possessions, he spoke about his love for the plants, about how they kept him in touch with nature in the middle of the city, his membership in some horticultural societies, and about the status hierarchies of plant keeping. It turned out that “the common coleus,” as he put it with a slight look of disgust, was low status, kept by people who seemed to him to be lowbrow, merely following the late 1970s trend of keeping houseplants, whereas his houseplants were high status. It was all fascinating sociology, to see and sense his living symbols of social relations. He was part of the houseplant trend, but had found a way to distinguish himself from it as upper status.

This man worked in philanthropy, rubbing elbows with the rich on a daily basis. He then returned to his high-rise haven of high-status flowering plants, a veritable forest of symbols reflecting a disdain for the hoi polloi below him. But he also mentioned as one of his special possessions a Lucite-encased fragment of a cadmium control rod from the world’s first nuclear reactor, built nearby on squash courts under the University of Chicago’s Stagg Field football stadium bleachers, as part of the Manhattan Project during the Second World War. It produced the world’s first self-sustained nuclear chain reaction on December 2, 1942, as Enrico Fermi’s “Chicago Pile #1.” Here was the first objectification of the atomic age, the first building block of nuclear bombs, preserved as a little living room knickknack, a souvenir.

As I reflected on his possessions after the interview, it struck me that if this apartment were to be preserved a thousand years from now, an archaeologist bumping into it would find no plants, perhaps at most only shelving, watering
pipes, and timers for them. Consulting the newspapers of the time, the archaeologist might infer “meth lab” or indoor marijuana growing equipment, some drug business operation, but probably not fuchsias grown for aesthetic and nonutilitarian purposes. Material objects do tell stories, though usually not the whole story. But that archaeologist would still be able to date an artifact from the absolute ground zero of the atomic age, the radioactive rod. What would your possessions, detached from the meanings they hold for you, tell that same archaeologist a thousand years from now?

The atomic age: consider how archaeologists and historians date the swaths of history by the things that humans fashion or use: the Stone Age, the Bronze Age, the Iron Age. And these traditional categories could be followed by the Steel Age, the Atomic Age, and now, perhaps, the Silicon Age. These “Ages” are attempts to picture human prehistory and history through material indicators. Or perhaps it would be better to say through material indicators that last. My respondent’s plants would not leave many physical traces and probably no traces of the social relations in which they involved him.

Indeed one of the problems with the “hard-thing” ages of humankind approach to human development is precisely the way it overvalues stuff that lasts and undervalues social practices involving symbolic communication, or soft textile cordage, traps, baskets, shelters, and so on. The soft technologies do not survive, the hard ones do, and so tendencies toward objectivism end up defining a people “Paleolithic” or “Neolithic,” based on surviving stone tools. Hence the “hard-thing” view of history and prehistory is itself a mirror of the modern age of materialism and its idealization of the thing.

Archaeologists have only fairly recently begun to correct the tendency to overvalue Homo faber, the human maker, and undervalue Homo symbolicus. But this also raises questions concerning the place of materialism and technique in everyday life. Until recently, the ability to use tools was taken as a defining feature of human culture. But Jane Goodall’s chimps and a variety of other animals have demonstrated abilities to fashion, use, and transmit tools, suggesting that either culture is broader than humans or that it is abilities other than tool use that mark human culture. Hard tools, though useful indicators, simply do not record the most important steps in the development of symbolic intelligence. The primary technology that transformed us into the category of humanity was the emerging human body, bootstrapping its way through forms of touching, empathic communication, and vocalization, using its flexible brain to attune itself to the inner and outer voices of nature.

Humans emerged in a world that was alive, a biospiritual, signifying world that engaged the ritualizing creature into its emergence. And material technoculture was already there, enabling humans to expand the range of what
Paul Shepard (1998a [1973]) called the sacred game, to catch larger game, cook otherwise inedible plants, to travel to remote places and climates, and even to savor, select, and spread flowering plants for their beauty.

The transition from hunter-gatherer life to that of agriculturally based civilization some 12,000 or so years ago was a great watershed of consciousness, not only radically altering the relation to the living environment, but also producing the origins of materialism. Domestication meant that humans began to surround themselves with stuff permanently, instead of foraging for it nomadically. Our world is its legacy.

One of the dubious distinctions of civilization was the introduction of poverty as well as property. The city, as focal point of civilization, elevated an anthropocentric mind to the center of human consciousness in its invention of divine kingship and of personified deities, its development of standing military organizations and bureaucratic institutions, its domestication of wild animals and plants, and its rational organization of them and other goods as commodities, capable of being valued for exchange. Cities made a lot of stuff, and control of that stuff became the stuff of power. Lewis Mumford (1967) has described the origins of the city and its institutions as the first megamachine, which consisted of mostly human parts. Civilization, as megamachine, is thus at its core implicated in the radical proliferation of material culture and technoculture in everyday living.

But the transition concerned more than having: it cut to the quick of being, more than I can outline here (see Halton 2007; Mumford 1967; Shepard 1998b [1982]). One sees this transformation even in the term culture, which derives from the Latin colere, meaning to till, cultivate, dwell or inhabit, and which in turn traces back to the Indo-European root, *Kwel-,* meaning to turn round a place, to wheel, to furrow. The term culture originates in a conception of cultivation, reflecting this changed relation to controlling the plants, animals, and environment. The original meaning also implies the plow, and with it, technology. Manuring, plowing, and transforming land through domestication and agriculture may thus be implicated in “Kwel-, even as “the culture and manurance of minds”—as Francis Bacon expressed in 1605—showed the original earthy agricultural sense, as well as the emerging transferred use to mind and meaning. In this sense one might say that the culture of this man’s apartment and the plants he kept went back to the origins of the word culture itself. Similarly, the term material, as in materialism, reveals an unexpected history, being rooted in a term for the base of the trunk of the tree, the life-giving mater, or mother. Strange, isn’t it, how the term materialism came to signify inanimate things instead of the basis of life-giving itself?
A further contraction of consciousness occurred, from *anthropocentric mind* to that of the modern worldview, or what I call *mechanicocentric mind* (Halton 2007). Its chief model was the clock, which, since the fourteenth century, had become a dominant symbol in Western consciousness, reshaping and rationalizing daily life, work discipline, and the very conceptions of time and space (Mumford 1970, 1986; Thompson 1967). The universe itself became redefined as a vast clockwork. As Kepler put it, “My aim is to show that the heavenly machine is not a kind of divine, live being, but a kind of clockwork” (Crosby 1997:84). Who would think that what has long since been an everyday object could have impelled such revolutionary changes into being?

To call a clock “material culture” is to draw attention to how culture manifests itself in communicative practices, which include language, beliefs, and skills, but also how it includes material embodiments as well. A traditional wristwatch, for example, is a microcosm of global culture, encoding a combination of the Babylonian base 60 counting system, the Greek decimal system, Arabic numerals originally developed in India, and two divisions of 12 hours each, deriving from ancient Egypt. A clock is a material object and a technological product; it is also a communicative sign involving the skill one needs to read it, the language of numbers, words, or symbolism needed to decipher it, and the belief not only that it indicates time, but that abstract clock time accurately represents time.

A simple clock is then simultaneously a manifestation of material culture and technoculture. But it can be any number of other things as well, for things may not always be what they seem. Just as the clock came to symbolize the modern mechanical universe, a timepiece can symbolize personal memories, status aspirations (as my students testified to when asked whether they would want to have a Rolex watch); the same applies to a gift from loved ones or co-workers, or even a trophy (as the one that I once won in a track meet, tucked away in the back of my desk). The meanings of things are various, and finding out what they are requires a variety of approaches, from simply asking people what their things mean or observing how they use or do not use them, to backtracking their history, or contextualizing them in broader cultural context.

Material culture and technoculture not only provide openings to study culture, but raise questions about contemporary materialism and technology more generally as well. Consumption is clearly a driving force on the globe today, powering economies, promising identities, providing a cornucopia of commodities. Technoculture is at its center, both in material devices and in the ideas they communicate about how what one has affects what one is and can be. Though Emerson said more than a century and a half ago that “things
are in the saddle, and ride mankind,” the ride has only galloped ever quicker. Material technoculture is in the saddle, riding with something like the speed of Intel cofounder Gordon E. Moore’s law of exponential growth every 2 years. Computers, cell phones, all of them make a world like Alice’s (from *Through the Looking Glass*), where “it takes all the running you can do to keep in the same place.”

But why should things run us? Isn’t technology a means, like any tool, for living? Shouldn’t material objects be materials for life? The problem of materialism is not whether to have materials for living, but in allowing them to become goals in themselves.

A device, when correctly used, is a means to human purposes, ultimately a pragmatic means to the good life. Clearly, contemporary devices of technoculture, such as the computer I am typing this on, can serve to enhance our lives. Yet when misused, a device can become a goal unto itself, as when a cell phone or video game dominates a teenager’s (or an adult’s) life.

What if we consider devices as slaves that ought to be dominated? The Czech word *robota* means slave-like labor. Electronic devices are robotic conveniences, our dominion as masters over them assures that they serve us and not vice versa. To even consider the devices of technoculture as slaves at first sounds so politically incorrect. A slave is a mere *means*, which is why human slavery is evil, in treating fellow humans as means instead of beings with their own ends. But remember the old term servo-mechanism? We did not eradicate slavery in modern life, but only transferred it onto devices, which seem ever increasingly to dominate everyday life. Hegel’s dilemma of the master and slave relationship is still there, but transformed. The danger of relying too heavily on automatic culture is that we become dominated by it, and the original goal of technology as serving human autonomy becomes reversed: we become more automatic as the devices seem to become more “autonomous.”

When the means of life found in material objects, such as the devices of technoculture, become ends that usurp the good life, the result is a dehumanized end that could be called the *bad life* (or if you do not like that, *the not so good life*). Mumford (1963) identifies this tendency to unchecked expansion of technoculture with the megamachine in its ancient and modern variants, what he termed *authoritarian technics*. In contrast, objects and techniques kept in their limited place as means to the good life are what he termed *democratic technics*.

I view such limited use of material culture as *instrumental materialism*, the use of objects as means to realize goals, in contrast to *terminal materialism*, or the treating of things as ends instead of instruments of life (Halton 2008:227).
Hence mastery of technical devices, the treating of them as servants and means, involves using them as instruments for self-determination, autonomy, and the common good. It also involves limiting their use, knowing when, and even how, to shut them down (as the story of The Sorcerer’s Apprentice illustrates). Such mastery of the thing allows one to be vulnerable to life, rather than be armored off from it by the things one surrounds oneself with.

So consider that Chicago apartment with the fuchsias and nuclear control rod. It was just a living room, one doubtlessly long since moved from or disassembled. But in this little living space was a micromaterial history of technoculture. Here was the fruit of citifying domestication, embodied in the array of high-status flowering plants, none of which were there to be eaten, only to be enjoyed and admired.

Here too was the clock, symbol of the modern rational-mechanical universe, embodied in the lighting and watering timer devices of this floral-mechanical living room, signifying liberation from diurnal cycle and season. So too was the control rod both a kind of radioactive clock and a sign of human liberation from solar energy through nuclear fission. We extracted the rational-mechanical elements of ourselves, projected it onto the heavens, measured it with precision, and declared the physical universe a vast clockwork and measure of all things. We fell into materialism, and more recently into technomania, elevating the automatic aspects of life while too frequently losing sight, it seems to me, of our place in the communicative community of life.

I have given you a “big picture” way of looking at this man’s things, which allowed me to show a history of material culture and technology through them. I could also have examined other dimensions, how, for example, his early childhood in a wealthy North Shore Chicago suburb and his mother’s garden might figure psychologically into his plants and their meanings. But this is simply to say that there are any numbers of other ways through which to view the meanings of things and technoculture, as you will see amply demonstrated in this book.
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